
Start here from the outside of the 
booklet. Leave a couple of inches 
of thread and tape down. In from the outside.

Out from the inside. Out from the inside. Then continue to the next 
signature. Same process but upside down.

In from the outside.

Out from the inside.

Cut both sides of this strip so it’s even, with 
the fold running the length.

Fold.

It’s been fifteen years or more since I last did any book binding. My test run for this failed as I became tangled in thread. It’s possible that 
my advise will be of limited value (in part my difficulty lay in deterioration of eyesight and coordination, being close to sixty-years now).

The binding directions I’m giving you are for a very simple variation of a long stitch. There are plenty of fancy variants online. I also 
recommend Keith A. Smith’s Non-Adhesive Binding: Books without Paste or Glue.

1. Print the booklet on both sides of your sheet of 8 1/2 x 11 paper. The PDF is laid out in six signatures of twelve pages each. (For 
instance, your first sheet will have pages 1 and 12 on one side and 11 and 2 on the other. Those are the outermost pages of the first 
signature.) I recommend a heavy semi-gloss or matte coated brochure paper, somewhere between standard paper and photo paper in 
thickness. I also recommend a color laser printer over an inkjet, but use what you have.
2. It will be easier to cut your sheets down to size one by one before collating each signature using a metal straight-edge and an 
X-Acto. I also recommend scoring them down the center of the spread and doing at least a partial fold before cutting anything. A bone 
folder is a nice tool for this work, if you can get one, but you can probably find something useful in your silverware drawer (any kind of 
knife is likely to be too sharp, even a butter knife—you don’t want to cut into the paper as you score it).
3. Score your hole guide (horizontally, as you see it above) and fold it a little. If you’ve cropped all your pages, cut a line from the 
vertical crop marks to make a piece 7 1/4”. Then finish cutting it out so it’s 3/4” on each side of the fold. Once you’ve got it cut out, finish 
folding the piece.
4. Use a thick needle, awl, or icepick to make small holes at the six dots along the fold. It might be a good idea to first line the fold 
with a strip of tape—the holes will become oversized before you’ve finished puncturing everything.
5. Now, collate each cropped and folded signature: these will be pages 1-12, 13-24, 25-36, et cetera (if you printed it correctly this 
should be obvious).
6. Insert the punch guide at the center of each signature and push through the three sheets of paper at the fold with your awl. If you 
feel it moves too much, use a little tape to hold it in place (check if the tape will remove the ink from the page using one of the bleed 
edges from the scrap parts you’ve trimmed off).
7. Now comes the part where I get tangled. Use a heavy thread: button or carpet thread; bookbinding thread if you can get it; even 
embroidery thread. You’ll need enough thread to run double the spine of each signature plus a couple more feet (say, 14 feet). To thread 
the needle binder-style rather than as you would for sewing, you run the thread through the eye of the needle, leaving a few inches 
hanging out, then press the tip of the needle through the thread, about an inch from the end, and slide the needle through until the 
thread is up by the eye.
8. Start with either end signature, top or bottom. Run the needle through from the outside. I recommend taping a few inches of 
thread to the outside, for your knot when you’re done.
9. Follow the directions on the hole guide, running the thread in and out of the signature.
10. Then attach the next signature, starting at the opposite end from the first (top or bottom). And so on, until all six signatures are 
bound together.
11. Now you should backtrack until you’ve reached the beginning. You also might want to do some fancy looping at top and bottom 
to tighten the binding (refer to the included photo on page 2 of this document).
12. When you’ve gotten all the way back to where you started you tie a knot with the two ends.
Typically a long stitch ties the signatures to a cover (again, refer to the photo on page 2—not mine, by the way, just something I grabbed 

off the internet). You need thicker signatures and a thicker book (that is, more signatures) for this to work well. (Another note regarding 
the book in the photo: it looks like they had the thread doubled, as you would sewing fabric. Or, they attached two signatures at each set of 
holes along the spine. You could do that here, adding a thick cover of some sort, making it look as though there were three signatures inside 
rather than six.) By all means explore your options and use your imagination. Try out beautiful threads and papers for a cover. Your book 
could be so much better than the rudimentary thing I’ve provided.




